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Putting household-style electrical outlets in a production vehicle is nothing new. Minivans,
trucks, and family cars have long offered onboard power for charging devices or powering
low-demand equipment. But for the new F , Ford stepped it up significantly. The new truck is
equipped with a generator system that can run power tools, mini fridges, loudspeakers, and
more. Getting to that level of power, though, wasn't easy. It started with market research that
showed many F customers use gasoline-powered generators at job sites, lugging them around
in the back of their truck and fueling them separately. Any pickup truck can turn engine output
into electrical powerâ€”why not utilize that capability and make the conventional generator
unnecessary? To make that happen, Ford needed to provide a lot more power than a normal
volt battery system can spare. So basically, we are providing like five times more than that,"
Nigar Sultana, the engineer in charge of Pro Power Onboard, said. Three different onboard
generator systems are available. Fs with conventional non-hybrid drivetrains get a 2. Ford
claims that the top-spec 7. That mobile welding shop can run for 32 hours continuously on a full
tank, making all-day, heavy-duty work possible. If you don't need that much wattage, Ford says
the 2. Ford only expects about 10 percent of new Fs will be hybrids, so it was important to offer
Pro Power with the conventional drivetrains. That, Sultana says, was much more complicated.
The standard volt electrical architecture couldn't provide what they needed, so Sultana and her
team designed a whole new volt electrical system, using two conventional volt batteries in
addition to the standard battery. In addition to those batteries, Pro Power-equipped non-hybrid
Fs get a second alternator. Thus equipped, Fs with the 2. The generator system is completely
separated from the rest of the vehicle's electrical system, adding a layer of safety and ensuring
that any Pro Power system problems will not impact the drivability of the truck. Pro Power is
smart. The system can be enabled or monitored through the FordPass smartphone app or via
the truck's infotainment system. If you try to pull too much power, the system disables itself
and sends you a notification. And on hybrid models, Pro Power will automatically turn on the
gasoline engine as needed to ensure consistent power flow without draining the battery. On
non-hybrid Fs, the engine has to be running for Pro Power to work. Surprisingly, the generator
system even works while the truck is moving, so you can power your fridge on the way to the
tailgate or keep your power tools charged as you drive between job sites. Ford won't comment
on how Pro Power use affects fuel economy, but we suspect that keeping power-thirsty items
plugged in while driving will lead to a measurable drop in MPG. When the new F arrives, Pro
Power will be available on all grades of Fâ€”optional on conventional models and standard on
all hybrids. Ford expects 17 percent of Fs will be sold with Pro Power when the redesigned
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There is energy loss during the conversion. There will be another energy loss to change it to
12V. I have 2 approaches and not sure it will work. Tap into the 48V lithium and step down to
12V 2. Connect to the 12V battery in the front. I think if the car battery is low, it will re-charge
from the 48V lithium battery. Any comment or other suggestion? I'm for efficiency but in your
scenario I'd get a "portable fridge" or "plug in cooler" that goes directly to V. I have been
looking at the plug in coolers to leave in the box of my truck and almost all of them have the
adapter included for 12V or V. I don't know for sure but I doubt it would be setup this way. I
recall there was a dual alternator scenario so I'm guessing for reliability and isolation they are
completely separate systems. I'm buying a koolatron cooler that has both a 12V and V. Going to
use the in bed and backseat. Using it this way the factory battery management system should
work as expected and start the engine as needed. The battery management system may throw
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enjoyed the experience so much I decided to move the radio business into it as well. I was
amazed after some searches at the pricing and quality I was seeing of the factory car radios on
eBay. Lots of junkyards with huge amounts of negative feedback or radio specialists with
crazy-high pricing. We offer quality, clean, factory radios at a low price. Some of our radios are
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non-commercial use. The new Ford F is ushering in a new era of pickup capability, but there's
more to it than the introduction of the PowerBoost hybrid. While that new powertrain is certainly
the truck's headlining element, the supporting electrical architecture enables a level of utility
that hasn't been offered in past consumer half-tons. The true party trick is Ford's new "Pro
Power Onboard" feature, which is essentially a built-in generator that provides juice for the F 's
rather robust in-bed power station. This system is available even on gasoline-engine models,
but its utility is maximized with the electrified powertrain. ICE models equipped with the option
max out at 2. The idea here is that the F can essentially stand in for a high-output portable
generator. In a worksite example provided by Ford, a PowerBoost model with the 7. But even
without the Pro Power Onboard option, Ford's new bed setup enables more versatility than in
previous models. The new Tailgate Work Surface option adds a flat work area with integrated
rulers, recesses for pencils or small tools, and even a stand for a personal device. Ford is
neither the first to offer an auxiliary power outlet in a half-ton pickup bed, nor was Ford the first
to introduce a more feature-rich tailgate. GMC's MultiPro tailgate was a major innovation on that
front, and while it is geared mostly toward improving the cargo utility of the bed, it can also be
customized with volt power and even an accessory speaker system. The Ram is also offered
with both a multi-function tailgate and AC power in the bed, though the latter option is limited to
models with the RamBox cargo package. As half-ton pickups approach levels of towing and
hauling capability that begin to blur lines with heavy-duty offerings, it's clear that automakers
are looking for ways to differentiate themselves without stepping on their own bigger trucks'
toes. These new bed and tailgate innovations may yet be the tip of the iceberg when it comes to
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